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QUESTION 1

Which of the following objects can be used to derivate segments automatically? Response: 

A. Profit center 

B. G/L account 

C. Functional area 

D. Cost center 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following describe characteristics of master data? 

There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

Response: 

A. Master data is used on a long-term basis for multiple business processes. 

B. Master data is typically assigned to organizational levels. 

C. Master data must be assigned on company code level. 

D. Master data cannot be changed after creation. 

E. Master data is a template for transactional data. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

A multinational enterprise acquires a company in a country which has local reporting requirements. The 

multinational enterprise wants to use one operational chart of account for all companies. 

How can you fulfill this country-specific requirement? 

A. Create a country-specific chart of accounts and assign it to the group chart of accounts. 

B. Create a group chart of accounts and assign it to the company code. 

C. Create a country-specific chart of accounts and assign it to the regular chart of accounts. 

D. Create a country-specific chart of accounts and assign it to the company code. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Your customer has two company codes in the same client. Each company code has a different operational chart of
accounts. The customer has a country-specific chart of accounts for each company code. How does this influence how
you create customer master records? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

Response: 

A. You have to create customer master records for each credit control area. 

B. You have to create one master record for each customer. 

C. You have to create customer master records for each country-specific chart of accounts. 

D. You have to create customer master records for each chart of accounts. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What do you define when you configure a dunning procedure? 

A. Dunning levels and dunning charges for each dunning level 

B. Dunning levels and account determination to post dunning interest 

C. Dunning charges for each dunning level and customers to be dunned 

D. Dunning levels and the language of the dunning note 

Correct Answer: A 
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